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Our story 
 
Prior to first contact with white people, the jila (springs) and jumu (soaks) were central to

our lives in the desert. Every hot season brought danger, particularly if children wandered

away from the campsite without coolamons of water, or if our people travelled for many

days across the desert only to find a waterhole empty, or full of mud. We lived by hunting

hare wallabies, desert skinks, goannas and possums; by gathering desert nuts, wattle seeds

and bush onions. Some of our people still remember, as children, the first time they saw

watermelons or camels. The last of our people walked out of the desert in the ‘50s and ‘60s.

 

Official recognition of our native title, stating we could ‘possess, occupy, enjoy and use

the land to the exclusion of all others’ and ‘enjoy the flowing and underground waters for

hunting, fishing and other traditional activities’ was a momentous occasion, although

the path to this recognition was long and at times frustrating. For Ngurrara people

it took eleven years before our native title was officially recognised. In 2007, Justice

Gilmour travelled to Pirnini, near Kurlku in the Great Sandy Desert, to deliver the court’s

determination over Ngurrara A. 

  

Pirnini was where our old people painted the famous Ngurrara Canvas II (1997), which we used to 

prove our connection to country when battling for native title. The canvas was a

collaborative work, a map of our country illustrating all the living water, all the freshwater

jumu and jila across the desert. The only concession to Western mapping is the depiction

of the Canning Stock Route. In 2012, native title was granted to Ngurrara B and Ngurrara C. 

 

The Yi-Martuwarra native title determination (Forrest on behalf of the Ngurrara People v State 

of Western Australia [2018] FCA 289) was the fifth consent determination over the country of 

the Ngurrara people. The first consent determination was made in 2002 in the Percival Lakes 

region which recognised the traditional rights and interests of Ngurrara people in co-existence 

with Martu people: James on behalf of the Martu People v State of Western Australia [2002] FCA 

1208 (French J). Three subsequent consent determinations recognising the exclusive possession 

of native title rights and interests of the Ngurrara people were made in 2007 and 2012 over an 

area in excess of 77,000 square kilometres in the central region of traditional Ngurrara country: 

Kogolo v State of Western Australia [2007] FCA 1703 (Gilmour J); May v State of Western 

Australia [2012] FCA 1333 (Gilmour J); Kogolo v State of Western Australia (No 3) [2012] FCA 

1332 (Gilmour J). 
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The Ngurrara native title area is in the section outlined in red. 



OUR STORY (CONT ...):  Ngurrara means home or country. Ngurrara country is marked by 

jila, or permanent waterholes, and jilji, or sand hills. These features extend into the northern 

parts of the Yi-Martuwarra Ngurrara claim area. The joint submissions describe how jila kantri 

(kantri meaning country) is also differentiated into named ecological zones, including (starting 

from the southern area of Ngurrara country moving north):

(a) warla, which is the large salt lakes of the Percival Lakes system;

(b) yarntayi, which is an area of treeless salty ground to the immediate south of the Yi-

Martuwarra Ngurrara claim area (located within the Ngurrara Part A determination area);

(c) yii martuwarra, which includes Alexander Island and the flood plain of the Cunninghame 

and Fitzroy rivers in the central and northern part of the Yi-Martuwarra Ngurrara claim 

area; and

(d) pirntirlinyman, which is an area of jilji extending north of Alexander Island in the very 

northern part of the Yi-Martuwarra Ngurrara claim area.

Ngurrara people have particular associations with smaller areas within Ngurrara country.  These 

smaller areas, also called ngurrara, are defined by reference to jila, other kinds of sites, dreaming 

tracks, beings, and the life histories of deceased or still living relatives. People gain connection to 

these ngurrara through descent, long term occupation, acquisition of certain cultural knowledge, 

as well as life cycle events such as birth or finding of the child’s spirit by the father. Dr Vachon 

describes in his reports how these areas are identified by name, and contain localised sites, 

all of which are differentiated and organised in a commonly acknowledged way based on the 

traditional laws and customs of the Ngurrara people. 

 

Yanunijarra Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC (ICN 7478) was set up to manage Ngurrara native 

title following the consent determination in 2007. We’re now working on fulfilling a vision: a 

vision to have a self-sufficient organisation that is wholly representative of

Ngurrara people. Yanunijarra aims to be a model of strong Indigenous governance; to create 

employment and training opportunities for our people on country; and to ensure our country 

is looked after and any impacts from development or tourism are managed. We manage 

approximately 77, 595 square kilometres of exclusive possession native title. Since it was first 

set up, Yanunijarra Aboriginal Corporation has been striving to develop a range of business 

initiatives for Ngurrara people. 
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MARMINGEE HAND: One of my key focuses this year has been the Fitzroy River. I’ve 

been travelling and working with NESP, the National Environmental Science Program, where I’ve 

been undertaking workshops with other Traditional Owners, pastoralists and agriculturalists. 

We’ve been sitting at the table together to better understand the potential impacts of 

development on the river and we’ve been doing some modelling around this. We’re also proud 

signatories of the Fitzroy River declaration, which states that the Fitzroy River is a living 

ancestral being and has a right to life. It must be protected for current and future generations 

and managed jointly by the Traditional Owners of the river.   

 

Another big focus this year has been the successful native title determination for Yi-martuwarra 

Ngurrara. Yanunijarra offered lots of support, meeting with all the stakeholders, including 

pastoralists, until we got it through. Unfortunately, a couple of areas of the Yi-martuwarra claim 

missed out, the government cut them out at the last minute, so that’s something we’re going to 

have to look at going forward. 

 We’ve had a great year with our work on the Canning Stock Route, establishing and upgrading 

facilities at several of the wells and continuing a strong and productive partnership with 

TrackCare WA. In the coming year, I’d like to see more ranger trips to the Canning and to 

investigate how our rangers can best service the vast land that we have. There are still areas 

of our country that are missing out on proper management due to the logistical and resource 

challenges of how large out country is.   

 

All in all, however, I’m happy with the direction that Yanunijarra’s travelling, and I feel as though 

we’re on the right track heading in to 2019. 

  

Chairperson’s report  
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PETER MURRAY: I’m pleased to report that as planned, Yanunijarra Aboriginal Corporation 

(YAC) has full control over the contracts for our ranger program and we are now liaising directly 

with the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, rather than with the Kimberley Land 

Council. This is a huge step forward for YAC and means that we can better guide a tailored land 

management approach that aligns with the cultural values of Ngurrara Traditional Owners. 

Following this transition, we’re scoping out what the ongoing responsibilities and support of the 

Kimberley Land Council will be. We hope to continue to tap into the training, mentoring and 

networking opportunities on offer, so that our rangers can continue to develop their skills to best 

look after Ngurrara country.   

 

Yanunijarra has been a proud participant in the Ten Deserts Project, which is being led by Desert 

Support Services. The project area represents one of the world’s largest connected networks of 

protected areas and spans over 35 per cent of Australia. It acknowledges the cultural importance 

of our deserts and is enabling Indigenous rangers and land managers to address threats such 

as destructive wildfires, invasive noxious weeds, and feral animals. The project’s also bringing 

additional funding and resources to the table. This means youth and Traditional Owners can 

accompany our rangers on trips and participate in knowledge transfer. Our youth are learning 

about land management from both a traditional perspective and a western perspective. The Ten 

Deserts Project is funded through BHP Billiton Foundation’s Environmental Resilience Global 

Signature Program.  

 

A major event for Yanunijarra in the last twelve months was the Parnkimanu Ngurrara 

celebrations at Lake Pirnini in the Great Sandy Desert. More than 100 people gathered in 

October last year to celebrate the 20-year anniversary of the Ngurrara Canvas II. This canvas is 

a map of our country and it was prepared as evidence for the Ngurrara native title claim. Sadly, 

many of the old people who worked on the canvas are no longer with us. However, ‘awakening’ 

the canvas in the desert was about acknowledging those who are deceased and those still 

standing. The event coincided with Yanunijarra’s AGM and I’m glad that there was such a strong 

show of support from our members and the wider community.   

 

This year, we’ve also been celebrating the successful native title determination of Yi-martuwarra 

Ngurrara and the group’s decision to become incorporated with Yanunijarra. What this means, 

is that we have a stronger core base from which to build opportunities for our members and we 

have a case to apply for additional funding for more rangers to help manage the extra area. We’re
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putting a lot of energy into our relationships with pastoralists to better secure access to land, but 

we appreciate this goes both ways, with Traditional Owners needing to inform pastoralists when 

they’re travelling on or through native title land where pastoral operations are underway. We are 

always welcoming to new members, so should you be interested in signing up, please come along 

to the AGM or get in touch with us prior to that.  

 

Finally, good governance is essential to progressing Yanunijarra’s vision. To this end, we’ve 

secured funding from the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet to build the capacity of our 

directors so that they can make good decisions as they lead Yanunijarra into the future. 
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Warlu Jilajaa Jumu 
Indigenous Protected 
Area Country Manager 
Report   
Kevin Tromp: Last reporting period, Eloise 

Page was in the hot seat as the Country 

Manager for Yanunijarra, so I’m still 

reasonably new to the role. I’ve benefited 

greatly from the support network around 

me—Frankie, Chantelle, Peter, and the 

rangers, have made me feel very welcome 

in the Ngurrara team. I am happy to be 

working with such capable and experienced 

leaders.  

            Over the last year, Yanunijarra has 

been involved in some fantastic initiatives.

Funding from the Department of 

Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions 

(DBCA) has allowed us to train and 

support two designated fire officers: Bevan 

Bent and Amber McCarthy. Amber is 

primarily responsible for the strategic work 

around fire planning. She ensures that the 

correct documentation is in order prior 

to undertaking a burn, which includes 

notifying stakeholders and station owners 

ahead of any work. 

            Another funding success story, 

has been that of a joint application we 

submitted with Karajarri Traditional Lands 

Association to get support to manage 

some areas of Ngurrara country that are 

particularly remote and challenging to 

access. The area covers a paleo drainage 

line—an ancient system of ephemeral 

lakes encompassing Martu, Ngurrara 

and Karajarri country. Our reason for 

requesting support, is that we’re interested 

in exploring the interface between fire 

ecology and biodiversity. This is important 

because we want to ensure the habitats 

and feeding sites of rare and endangered 

species—such as the night parrot—are 

protected. We’re currently working closely 

with DBCA to undertake fauna surveys in 

the area.  

            Understanding the scale of Ngurrara 

country and the challenges of working 

over such a vast area can be a tricky thing 

for our funding bodies to comprehend. 

On a recent trip to Wili in the Great 

Sandy Desert, Ngurrara Rangers and 

Traditional Owners were happy to host 

officials from the Department of Prime 

Minister and Cabinet. They assisted us as 

we dug out an important jila and checked 

up on the weather stations. It was a good 

experience—offering the officials a chance 

to appreciate how much effort goes in to 

just getting out to our work sites.  
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Business development has also been a 

key focus of the last 12 months. We’re 

in initial conversations with a tourism 

operator on the Canning Stock Route, and 

we’re investigating ways that our rangers 

and Traditional Owners might be able to 

deliver cultural tours to enrich visitors’ 

experiences at Well 46 on the Canning. 

It’s still early days, but these tours could 

involve Traditional Owners sharing stories, 

tourists participating in artefact making 

or textile dying workshops, and walking 

tours for men and women. In addition to 

these plans, our other work on the Canning 

continues. TrackCare WA has been a 

fantastic partner for YAC. Together, we’ve 

fixed up the infrastructure and installed 

toilets at Well 40 and Well 49, and the next 

one on the cards is Well 46. The water at 

Well 46 is good enough to drink, and this 

maintenance is not just about looking after 

country, it’s also about ensuring the safety 

of visitors to our country, especially those 

travelling along the Canning by bicycle or 

foot, who rely on clean sources of drinking 

water along the way.  

            In terms of other highlights for the 

year, we’ve applied for and successfully 

obtained a corporate firearms license. This 

license means we can implement a pest 

management plan to minimise the impacts 

of feral cats and large feral herbivores on 

Ngurrara country. We’ve also got an online 

shop set up, where we’re selling t-shirts and 

Ngurrara products. You can check out our 

shop here: https://yanunijarra.myshopify.

com. Finally, we’ve secured funding for 

the Ten Desert’s project, which Peter talks 

about in his CEO report, and we’ve finally 

completed and reported against the Shell 

Two Way Learning Project—there’s more 

details on this one in the next section of the 

report.    

            So far, I’ve enjoyed my time with the 

Ngurrara Rangers and it’s been fantastic 

to get back out into the beautiful Jilajaa 

country again. I’m looking forward and 

committed to the future with Ngurrara and 

Yanunijarra and am really excited about 

what’s around the corner for the team. 

Expect big things!
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Men's Ranger Report   
FRANKIE MCCARTHY: One of the big 

projects the rangers have been involved in 

this year has been the Ten Desert Alliance. 

The Ten Desert Alliance is about bringing 

all of the main desert groups in Australia 

together to network, share stories, and 

to help those smaller groups that are just 

starting from scratch. Ngurrara is one of 

the top programs, along with a few of the 

other Kimberley groups, and it’s been great 

to get together. Next door to Ngurrara, the 

Paraku rangers have just found a night 

parrot. I’ve been looking for so many 

years, hearing many similar sounds, but 

they beat us to it! This discovery is already 

influencing the way we’re undertaking fire 

management and pest management in the 

desert, to ensure that the bird’s habitat 

isn’t threatened. 

  The Canning trips this year have 

been productive and also eventful. We had 

a trailer nearly snap in half and we needed 

two new shockies on the front of the troopy, 

but the quality of the work that we’ve done 

and the strong continuing partnership 

with TrackCare WA has been worth it. 

The old people and the rest of the crew 

wanted three main sites maintained on the 

Canning: Well 49, 46 and 41. Most recently, 

we’ve fixed up Well 41. We undertook 

repairs on the lid as well as the sides on 

the well, because these were deteriorating. 

We delivered some cultural awareness 

to the TrackCare WA volunteers and to 

tourists, letting them know to take a stone, 

rub it under their armpits, throw it in the 

water and call out their name to introduce 

themselves to country. 

  We did a fair bit of permit checking 

during our time out there, and many 

tourists commented that they had never 

seen any rangers or felt a ranger presence 

along the Canning, so that was good. We 

worked with a huge team of volunteers—

the biggest yet—with the oldest volunteer a 

lady of 81 or 82 who drove herself out there. 

It was a really great experience and we look 

forward to working more with TrackCare 

WA in the coming year. 

  Another highlight was the trip 

across to the Northern Australia Ranger 

Forum in Bourketown. We crossed three 

states and spent three days and nights on 

the road. Everyone was lively, with lots of 

good jokes and chat. We had the chance to 

set up a stall and talk about Ngurrara and 

how our native title was proved through 

the creation of our big canvas. We also got 

to talk about our work and see what other 

ranger groups are doing in their neck of 

the woods. The solidarity between groups 

and the networking opportunity was really 

good. 

  In other news, we’ve got some 

fencing projects underway. On Cherrabun 

Station there’s a gravesite where some of 

our old people are buried and we want 

to protect it from cattle. We’ve also been 
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Men's Ranger Report   
focusing on fire management, bilby 

surveys and training. Most of the rangers 

are studying their Certificate 2 or 3 in 

Conservation and Land Management 

and we’re focusing on getting them over 

the line with this. All in all, we’ve got an 

enthusiastic team who love working on 

country and I’m looking forward to seeing 

what the next year brings.
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CHANTELLE MURRAY: This year our 

women rangers have been working closely 

with Marnin Studio to study the art of 

fabric printing. We’ve been learning about 

the chemistry of natural bush dyes—how 

to successfully bleed two colours together, 

how long fabric needs to be left in the dye 

to make it stick, and which plants create 

which colours. For example, the curry 

puff mushroom, which grows wild on 

Ngurrara country, gives us a lovely golden 

brown colour, and Bloodwood bark and 

leaves come out as a grey. One of our most 

successful workshops this year was held 

over three weeks at Djugarari Community. 

Our women rangers made a dozen dresses 

which we showcased at the Darwin 

Aboriginal Art Fair. Each dress contained 

the passion of being and working on 

country, and the Art Fair itself was mind-

blowing. We’re now selling scarves and 

kaftans from our office in Fitzroy Crossing 

and online, and our products are different 

to those being created by other women in 

the Fitzroy Valley.  

  There’s great scope to grow the 

women’s ranger program in this area, it’s 

something that really excites me about the 

year ahead. In addition to making our own 

products, we’re also considering running 

women’s cultural tours, where we teach 

tourists how to work with native bush dyes, 

or welcoming tourists on water monitoring 

trips with us to Pirnini or Purluwarla in the 

Great Sandy Desert. There’s the potential 

to develop and market bush products, such 

as travelling boxes for tourists that contain 

konkerberry branches, bush vix, our 

naturally dyed scarves and native honey. 

  On the ground, it’s been smooth 

sailing. The rangers have the same routine, 

they’re strong, and everybody brings in 

their energy and skills to uplift the ranger 

program day by day. All of our rangers 

have been involved in training, including a 

Certificate II level mapping course, where 
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they developed skills within the classroom 

and were then able to practice them on 

country. This was good training for when 

the rangers go to different areas. In our own 

areas, we’ve memorised the land forms and 

the sand dunes and the plants, so that we 

know the way. But understanding printed 

maps is a good technique so that we don’t 

get lost in unfamiliar areas. In terms of 

other training: three of our rangers have 

been involved in fire training, Bevan Bent 

successfully completed his Certificate 2 in 

Conservation and Land Management, and 

I successfully completed my Certificate 3 

in Conservation and Land Management, 

which was a relief! 

  Another highlight of the year was 

the final presentation to Shell Australia 

as we wrapped up the Ngurrara 2-Way 

Learning Project. Karen and I took a group 

of students from Yakanarra Community 

School, Wulungarra Community School 

(Milijidee) and Fitzroy Valley District High 

on an exchange trip to visit the Perth Shell 

headquarters during NAIDOC week. Karen 

did a presentation on our water monitoring 

work and we ran a cultural awareness 

workshop. The kids really enjoyed the 

experience and the staff enjoyed having the 

kids there as well, it sparked their interest 

in what we do up here and they were really 

blown away by the work that we’re doing.     

  I’m passionate about encouraging 

our girls to get involved and passionate 

about building the capacity of the younger 

women rangers. I’ve got a good team behind 

me, they’re a happy bunch of men and 

women, and when we go out on country 

there are no complaints, everyone does 

their job professionally. Sometimes it can 

challenging, being office-based and juggling 

the training needs of everyone, but those 

challenges are all worthwhile when we get 

out on country. That’s when it all makes 

sense.  



Ngurrara 2 Way Learning    
After three and a half years, the Ngurrara Two-Way Learning Project has finally come to an 

end. Funded by Shell Australia, the project created an opportunity for Walmajarri people to 

care for our country and water by combining western science and traditional knowledge. Many 

stakeholders were part of this journey, including Traditional Owners, young people, scientists 

and the Ngurrara Rangers. The project allowed us to fund a new position for a two-way learning 

officer, it meant we could fund access to country for school children and TOs, and it gave us the 

ability to purchase equipment for our rangers so they could monitor the water in the jila and 

jumu on our country.  

 

It was considered by all to be a major success. One of Shell’s goals through the funding was to 

increase employability, maths and science skills of vulnerable young people through education. 

To this end, we were able to run five camps on country, involving over one hundred students 

from five different schools. These camps allowed the students to improve their science skills 

by learning how to test water quality, and also to gain a deeper cultural understanding of the 

stories about our significant water sites from Traditional Owners. The Ngurrara Rangers also ran 

presentations in schools, where they not only shared their knowledge, but also gave young people 

an employment pathway to aspire to. 

The project has left a lasting impact. Our rangers have established a water monitoring program, 

which is part of our ongoing work plan. We’ve had the opportunity to build strong relationships 

with universities and external stakeholders, which will continue into the future. And we’ve been 

able to find answers to some of the questions we have about water on our country. One of the 

questions, was why some of the lakes on our country are drying up for the first time in traditional 

memory. We’ve now learned there is evidence of a link between climate change and dropping 

water levels.  

 

Yanunijarra’s CEO Peter Murray said that all parties involved with this project benefited.  

 

“Rangers benefited from learning the Western science methodology to water monitoring 

Stakeholders benefited from the cultural education and awareness of how important jila and 

jumu are to Ngurrara people, and school kids were able to spend time on country with their 

elders, participating in this knowledge transfer,” Mr Murray said. 

Yanunijarra Aboriginal Corporation would like to thank Shell Australia for their support.

www.yanunijarra.com   
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Terry Murray:  The Parnkimanu Ngurrara canvas celebrations were one of the highlights of last 

year. We walked along the edges and brushed leaves over it to awaken the canvas’ spirit. The 

artists still standing, families, elders, and the next generation, were all part of this cleansing and 

reawakening process. This gave me a lot of strength. It’s amazing to think that twenty years ago, 

those children who were around, embracing that experience and that power, are now adults. 

Moving forward, the question is, how can we strengthen our culture and connection to country 

through this special artwork? At the upcoming AGM we’ll have further discussions about future 

directions for the canvas. We’ll look at a 5-year plan and go step-by-step to consider funding 

opportunities and how we can keep the canvas safe. The 5-year plan will guide Ngurrara and 

strengthen family members and the next generation by telling the stories of the artists and 

elders. We own the canvas outright and we want to take good care of it and would like to work 

closely with museums to build the next generation of young Ngurrara artists working in the 

art world. It will also mean looking at how we can make it into something that has economic 

benefit and value to all four language groups. It’s currently stored back at Mangkaja Arts but 

we would be willing to bring it out again, with all families involved, and all families celebrating 

together. Finally, it was great to see that the canvas was in good nick, especially with the forty 

degree plus heat after the celebration.  

 

Parnkimanu Ngurrara 
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Nuggett, Japarti Joseph Nuggett. Murungkurr Terry Murray Ngurrara artist and Coordinator of the Ngurrara 

Canvas Management Group says: "We want to look after this canvas properly and for all of the artists to be 

recognised. The senior artists told us the stories and we mapped it out and started to paint. I was so lucky to be 

the youngest painter to work on the canvas. I learnt about the journey of my family. Ngurrara Canvas II is a map. 

It shows Ngurrara people where we came from, what story we can tell, what we can sing, and what we can dance. 

When we were planning how to manage the canvas some people were thinking of money but it is more important 

than that. It is our turlpu, our heart, and pirlurr, our spirit.       
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